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About This Game

Now you have a chance to operate your own company....of suicide!

This world is doomed. People don't have enough resource to live. As a genius business holder, you realized that it's a chance to
make money! So you rent a small building and began your business - to attract people to jump off your roof.

They will pay for that for your nice service. You made them so happy before they finished their lives.
But you won't be making money peacefully....Zombies are around the corner!

18 different types of customers;

*Sexy* byebye-girls;

A lot of different facilities with different usages;

A lot of researches to research;

Unlock new content by researching or investment;
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Make more money, more money and more money;

Rank the 1st on every list, like The Most Popular Company or The Richest
Company;

20 different waves of zombies;

Some annoying opponents;

Oh and, if everything went well, there may be some mysterious visitors...................
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Title: Jump To Die!!
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
WnMStudio
Publisher:
WnMStudio
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8/10

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo 2.4, AMD Athlon(TM) X2 2.8 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 9600 GS, Radeon HD4000, Shader Model 3.0, 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

English,Simplified Chinese,Italian
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Very basic for a tower defence and a bit on the expensive side as well. Its definitely a mobile port and should be priced near its
mobile counterparts.

There is one main strategy.. once you figure it out it makes the game extremely easy. I beat the game in around 1.5 hours, so
that made this as much as going to a movie, however I feel any movie I would haver seen would have been more memorable.

On the plus side the art is pretty nice.. First off the important item--lol--getting the H patch to work took me 2 hours compared
to 5 minutes for Army Gals and Sakura Swim club combined. I am sure people with better computer skills can do it quicker but
the average consumer is in for a challenge. Think of it as an unadvertised mini-game--lol. The game is basically Hunie Pop with
out the marble matching or date gifts or anything but flirting and sex. The game has a few jokes and is done tongue in cheek
fashion. I got it for under $3 and at that price it is a recommended buy, if you like short silly stories. Not erotic imho or
pornagraphic but amusing. The sexual content it is not for children with or without the patch. It is SHORT.. Play it, you'll be
hooked in 10 minutes!
Sharp controls, classic but creative levels, incredible graphics! (big thumbs up for graphics!) and some pretty rocking music.
What more would you need?. This game increased my dopamine levels by 450%! And only for 1.99! Also, love the art style.. A
complete farcry from the 1st game. Better graphics, better voice acting, better gameplay and the use of music from actual
classical composers. You get quizzes at the end, it may annoy most but it's a murder mystery, it makes you pay attention to the
details and use your brain.. It's short and rather easy but I enjoyed playing it!
However, I don't recommend paying for it unless you buy the "Two Worlds Collection", then it's an alright little game.. Great
card game, allways end up comeing back to this jewel, and thanks to the new premade decks joining the game has never been
easyer, if you are new, save up a little silver and grab one that looks good to you and you will no longer be "that new guy with no
cards to make a real deck"
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its a good game can get very frustrating but if you power threw it it gets fun. The year is 2019, and no matter how much we love
retro classics, we have to judge the game in comparison with modern titles. But even the comparison with old games is not in
favour of Wonder Boy. Against such masterpieces as Super Mario Broth. it\u2019s defenceless. Ow, and don\u2019t forget that
Nintendo's platformer reeased in 1985, four years earlier than Westone's game.

This remake differs from the original only in a picture, so don\u2019t dare dream about any modern trends of the genre.
However, I have to admit that graphics are pleasant: artists redrew all characters and areas with great care and passion.

Level design is too boring, almost all locations are just sets of linear screens. Secrets and the ability to play for a variety of
heroes with different skills makes exploration a little better, but not very much. Developers missed a great opportunity to create
interesting puzzles with combinations of heroes unique skills.

As for battles, well, it\u2019s better not mention them at all. Enemies are all the same, but even they are better than bosses, who
behave according to one simple pattern. Learn a single rhythmic sequence of jump and hit. Then repeat it for several minutes
and you\u2019ll win.. A 'lil, maybe unknown, pearl.

When i was first thrown into the game (choosing the highest difficulty for enemies, so i base my judgment with that in
mind) i was kinda lost:
You don't know the characters; It's clear they already had their share of adventures but you can hardly understand
why they react\/behave in some way early game.
You get tutored but lil by lil like before entering a new area or before a boss fight. It was easy at the begining, later
knowing the mechanics really helped out~
Enemies Lack a "level" reference, later it's not that important, but when i was looking for a better place to level... i
usually got oneshoted.
There's not world map map (at least i didn't notice one XD), locations do get pinpointed in dialogues but i occasionaly
didn't know where a place was.
Accessories lack their description in shops (apart statuses preventing ones), not a big problem tou

After finishing the game well:

Music was fabolous all game long!! Love those battle themes <3
Extra Side-quests i found were EXTREMELY enjoyable, especially  The cave of valor. Finding a part of Atesan past in
Tetiro's "future" was really unexpected, the necklace seemed a simple background item.
Characters were fine, i was happy they were of different races, just a bit of a bother... some of them seems to "settle
down" their problems with too much ease in particular after each met the narrator, same with their opinion from time
to time. But among them Atesan surely shine, i appreciated, and liked, the dedication to his story
Leveling... doesn't seems to be very rewarding, equips are simply better at handling stats. Add abusing of all buffs (or
*coff* Dragon Helm *coff*) + debuffs and you can easily wreak havoc among enemies. Still, Bosses took a lil of
strategy to be beaten, especially last ones. Main cause of a character death were a conjuction of spell+weather or a KO
skill.
Secret items EVERYWHERE OMG, be it a city... be it a dungeon... those helped a lot at making the game easier and i
screamed "CHRONO TRIGGER!" each time i found one :3 (only thing missing... the sound :P)
After finishing the game you get some secret words which should unlock things, i'll surely replay it!

All in all, there'd be more things to say, but, if you're looking for a nice retro style game, this one is worth your money,
they really put lots of effort and care in it and sadly, lately, you can only find this dedication in indie games...

I'll eagerly wait for the next installment. The game runs very well, but of course it is a 2D game, so it should. The
games price is very reasonable. This game is like DayZ where you go around looking for loot with a small amount of
inventory space until you're lucky enough to find a backpack (found 2), you try to avoid zombies and eat plus drink to
survive. The food indicater does need slowed down, because it does go down too fast. https:\/\/youtu.be\/2-QVmHpJ8YM.
With some work could become really good cartoon FPS
-Huge ammount of lags
-In this time it´ s not very good so need it will need a lot of work which will take some time. hmmm thought this was
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rollercoaster tycoon bought the wrong game it seems
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